
 
Descriptions:

Fish Hook Slot Circular Diamond Ceramic Tiles Saw Blade : 

The Diamond Ceramic Tiles Saw Blade diamond segment is 10 mm high, which is
specialized in the fine processing of ceramic, with good performance and stability;
 
Diamond Ceramic Tiles Saw Blade
especially suitable for cutting various artificial ceramic tiles, such as the vitrified tile, glazed ti
le, polished tile, archaize tile,etc.; 
 
Such Diamond Saw Blades are highest Ratio of Performance to Price!
Specifications:

We are instrumental in providing to our valuable customers excellent quality 
Diamond Ceramic Tiles Saw Blade which are available with following specification:

      Edge Cutting Diamond Saw Blade For Ceramic
  Diameter    Dimension of Segment  No.of teeth

 Inch  mm  length  Thickness  Height  Number
 12  300  43/40  3.2  10  22
 14  350  43/40  3.2  10  26



Except that Diamond Ceramic Tiles Saw Blade , All of our products have been
strictly tested before accessto market.   
 
Remarks :
1): Other specifications are available upon request.
2): Silent or non-silent blades are available according to customer's request.
 
Product Details:

Fish Hook Slot Circular Diamond Ceramic Tiles Saw Blade :

 

 

Applications:

 Fish Hook Slot Circular Diamond Ceramic Tiles Saw Blade. Suitable for Bridge
 Cutting Machine, Manual Handling Cutting Machine, Table Cutting Machine.
 











Note: Special logo, segment size and shapes, installation are available by customer's request.

Advantages:

1.Ideal edge trimming quality with better blade continuity. 

2.Excellent comprehensive cutting performance. 

3.High cutting efficiency, meanwhile, it has a long lifespan. 

Related Products:

16 Inch Granite Saw Blade 14 Inch Marble Saw Blade

About us:
 
We have a strict quality control system：
 

https://www.diamondtools.top/products/Diamond-Cutting-Blades-for-Granite.html
https://www.diamondtools.top/products/Diamond-Circular-Saw-Blade.html
https://www.diamondtools.top/products/Diamond-Cutting-Blades-for-Granite.html
https://www.diamondtools.top/products/Diamond-Circular-Saw-Blade.html


 
Packing&Delivery:
Packing:



 
Delivery:



Our service:

1. Low order quantity: It can meet the test order you need.
2. Fast delivery: We get great discounts from freight forwarders.
3. OEM Acceptable: We can produce according to your samples or drawings.
4. Good quality: We have a strict quality control system. Has a good reputation in the market.
5. Good service: We regard our customers as God with a high degree of professionalism and
enthusiasm.

FAQ:

1. If we want to order your product, how do we know your quality?
You can test with a small order, and then you will know the quality. Nowadays, many people
in the world use
Chinese products because of their high quality and high cost performance. We are a
professional diamond
tool manufacturer with more than 8 years of manufacturing experience.

2. Can you provide samples for free?
We do not provide free samples. Based on years of experience, we believe that customers
will want them
because of their reliable quality. By purchasing samples, we will cherish and appreciate
them and make them
get more. We are ready to offer our potential customers a special discount on samples. It's
very important that
 you give us feedback, and we will appreciate it.



3. Does your company accept customization?
Of course, we accept customization. Including different colors, cutting objects, etc. We can
also tag your own label
and company brand. If you want us to make any new products for you, just send your
products to us. Whether it's
drawings or samples, we have the ability to produce the same products. We will not sell these
products to others,
only customers can get permission.

Please note:

When place order for diamond saw blades please inform the following if possible:

Saw Blade Code No.
Diameter (Inch or mm)
Inner Hole Size (Inch or mm)
Installation hole (If, Need Customer's Drawing)
Silent or None Silent Saw Blade Please indicate
Segment No. (how many pcs segment per blade)
Segment Size (L x W x H, if possible please inform Steel Core Thickness)
Use of saw blade (For Marble, Limestone or other material)
Quantity NO. (How many pcs blades your would like to order)
Machine Powder/RPM (If possible)
Expected Shipping Date
Special Requirements (If)

 
Contact us:

 No.605 Huahui Center, Shuitou Town 362342 Quanzhou, Fujian, China
TEL: (+86)595-86990206 /  Fax: (+86)595-86990220
Mobile/WhatsApp/Wechat: (+ 86) 13559599186
E-mail: boreway06@boreway.net
Aaron Lin

mailto:boreway05@boreway.net.html

